teacher (Ms. Hache) comes by and asks how things are going, Tionna carefully turns her head and stares at the inquiring adult.
Tionna understood well the social and textual boundaries of the official world. She scribbled above, not on, her paper, unwilling to violate those boundaries with the straightforward expressiveness of wild scribbling. Rather, she used her body as a billboard, so to speak. She translated her frustration into legible words in a performance at once humorous and sincere. Ms. Hache stayed serious and task focused, evidencing no notice of the blatant sign. Tionna's tablemates, though, giggled, finding her silent opposition quite amusing; some even found it inspiring (e.g., Elly fashioned a "hate-math" picket sign with the back of a crayon label and her pencil; it waved stiffly as she wrote).
Tionna's behavior, and its reverberations in the peer world, is a metaphor for this article's central concern: children's interpretations and negotiations of classroom textual boundaries, as it were, and the ways in which these shape their entry into school written language use. Even very young school children, such as Tionna, have acquired varied sorts of knowledge and know-how about literacy use from their participation in social practices in and out of school. Given this resource potential, how are children's compositional actions informed by the perceived parameters of school literacy practices? What are the consequences for how their meaning making is made officially visible? What aspects of their meaning making-indeed, what practices-are sidelined or even lost to the official world (but not to the unofficial one)? Such questions seem particularly intriguing in schools like Tionna's, where federal funding has reinforced a narrowly conceived curriculum focused on "basic" literacy conventions for the "at risk" (i.e., children from low-income homes [Kantor & Lowe, 2006 ; see also http://www.readingfirstsupport.us]).
To explore children's negotiations of practice parameters in school writing, I draw on data collected in a recent study of child writing in a regulated (test-monitored) urban school site serving a racially and ethnically diverse community (Dyson, 2006 (Dyson, , 2007 . The study itself focused on literacy as articulated in district and school documents, in an officially enacted first grade curriculum, and, most importantly, in how children in the observed first grade interpreted "basic" lessons in their own life spaces. Herein, I examine children's sensitivity to school practices-their interpretations of how to stay within (or stretch beyond) the lines, so to speak, of official requirements. As I will illustrate, the breadth of children's textual resources was often hidden in full view, like Tionna's "billboard"; that is, their resources could slip out of bounds into multimodal action, energized by the unofficial dynamics of child-governed worlds.
In the pages to come, I set a theoretical stage for this exploration and describe the project's methodology. I then examine children's interpretations of, and response to, official writing practices and their boundaries. In so doing, I draw on project data to illustrate children's textual actions in and out of the official school spotlight. I conclude with reflections on instructional links among writing's official boundaries, children's unofficial resources, and literacy "basics" in contemporary times.
Literacy Practices: Possibilities and Constraints
Tionna did not get to read her journal entry during yesterday's writing time, which typically ends with a quick reading of the day's writing by as many children as possible. And, as usual, when she has not gotten to share, Tionna is trying to ensure that her yesterday's writing gets shared "today." One means of doing that is to interrupt the official routine of putting the day's date on a fresh, clean page. As the student teacher approaches her work area with the date stamp, Tionna quickly tries to scratch the old date off. When that doesn't work, she starts to rip that date off ever so carefully. But Ms. Hache arrives, turns to the next page, and STAMP! Too late for the ripping tack.
Implicit in Tionna's actions in the above vignette is her sense of the norms of daily writing practices. In fact, Tionna responded to the date stamp by extending "yesterday's" text so that it continued on to the next page and, therefore, qualified as "today's" writing. Her writing actions were guided by-both made possible and constrained by-the social organization of writing in her classroom, that is, by its practices. The way in which writing is organized by-and around-official school practices is key to this exploration of children writing amid textual and social boundaries.
Given this practice view, it is impossible to reduce writing or writing development to a set of textual features or conventional rules to be mastered (i.e., the proverbial basics-capitalization, punctuation, spelling, usage). Any official school activity is a kind of "event"-a situated enactment of a cultural "practice," itself steeped in cultural and ideological meaning (to borrow conceptual terminology from Street, 2000) . Even as a teacher calls attention to a particular convention, an important skill, a not-to-be-ignored bit of advice, the children are being socialized into the organized processes of practices (Nystrand, 1997) . As classroom ethnographers have long demonstrated, children respond to the materiality and routine interactive structure of a recurrent event (Dyson, 1984 (Dyson, , 2006 Erickson, 1982; Mehan, 1979) , its typical and typified genres or voices (Bakhtin, 1986) , that is, who is to speak and/or write what to whom (Rowe, 1994) , and the reigning ideology or values about worthy voices (McCarty, 2005; Piestrup, 1973 ). Children's understandings of these complexities inform their sense of what to do-or how to maneuverto be a competent participant in the official school world.
But just as the linked practices of school compose a school literacy culture through which children learn, they also compose a culture that constrains children from certain kinds of agency in the official world (M. Levinson, 2007; Nystrand, 1997) . One way to understand the possibilities and constraints of school literacy is to situate official school practices within the communicative practices of young children's daily lives.
Because written language use is infused with social and cultural meanings, its place in the communicative repertoire of families, social groups, and communities varies (e.g., Barton & Hamilton, 1998; Heath, 1983; Kenner, 2000; Street, 1993) . Children, then, come to school-the official space for the public's children-with different kinds of experience, knowledge, and know-how about situated communicative practices (Gonzalez, Moll, & Amanti, 2005 ; B. U. Levinson, 2000) . Whatever their nature, those experiences yield the resources that young children use to make sense of, and enter into, school literacy. In response, schools, as social institutions, make choices about the kinds of literacy experiences and know-how deemed appropriate for, and worthy of, curricular attention (Moll & Gonzalez, 1994; Nieto, 1994; Williams, 1965) . Certain kinds of communicative practices (e.g., the literacies of protest) may have no official role in school. This is one potential source of limits on child agency.
However, any situated practice itself has limits as to what is considered appropriate enactment by the powers that be. That is, it is composed of characteristic ways of acting on and in the world. In Bakhtin's (1981 Bakhtin's ( , 1986 sense, a practice involves assuming a kind of social stance toward others, a typified "voice," in a communicative situation. Although it is not a script, a practice does have a place in a repertoire of possible generic voices. In order to be a "good" or "competent" member of any social group, speakers and writers may strive to "regularize" their discourse-to underscore (or at least make visible) perceived valued features (Hanks [1996] , who builds on Bakhtin [1981] and Bourdieu [1977] ). Within particular social fields (or contexts for discursive action), authors experience different degrees of latitudeand different constraints-in adapting generic voices to the situation at hand (Bakhtin, 1981; Bauman, 2004) .
If they are to stay within the lines of the curriculum, children have to learn the normative expectations of school, including about the interactional and thematic substance of practices and, indeed, about their orientation in classroom time and space. For example, in the "yesterday-today" vignette, Tionna seemed to have learned that the date was a key feature of official practices and, also, a key regulator of time and space: Each day brings a new date and a new page. She aimed to have an appropriate text. . . .
But she also aimed to read the old stuff as if it were new. Tionna and each of her peers were much more than apprentices waiting to slip into the slots of school writing. They were complex social beings who negotiated the meaning of official school practices. It is this highlighting of childhood agency that distinguishes much contemporary interest in the breadth of child meaning making (cf. Hull & Katz, 2006; Skilton-Sylvester, 2002; Thiessen, 2007; Vasquez, 2006) from earlier efforts to render children as typified users of home versus school "ways with words" (e.g., Heath, 1983; Philips, 1983) .
Unofficial Practices
As contexts for participation, practices are actively constructed, not simply given (Bauman, 2004) . Children use their experiential, linguistic, and textual resources to help construct meaningful frames (i.e., meaningful social practices) to organize their actions. Through recontextualizing-appropriating and blending, reframing and translating-these resources across practices, they make sense of, and have a basis for, entering into new activities (Bauman & Briggs, 1990; Dyson, 2003) .
In making use of varied kinds of symbolic tools and textual materials, children may construct unofficial or peer-governed contexts that both appropriate from and rework official practices (cf. Corsaro, 1985 Corsaro, , 2003 Goffman, 1961; B. Levinson, 1998) . After all, children spend a significant amount of time sitting side-by-side at their desks as teachers circulate or work in one-to-one conferences with children. And children are attentive to each other and to each other's activities. Their textual productions may begin to mediate familiar peer relations and childhood practices. Composing, then, may become all wound up in the dialogic dynamics of the unofficial world, that is, in the production of texts or utterances that anticipate, and respond to, peers (Bakhtin, 1981) .
This negotiation of unofficial practices may be hastened by the very nature of children's resources for entering into official school writing. For example, given the directive to write a story, children may draw on characters, themes, plots, and images from sports media, radio, video games, cartoons, and TV shows-all cultural material that may be drawn from their experiences enjoying and enacting narratives (Dyson, 1997; Marsh & Millard, 2000; Newkirk, 2002) . Such material, though, may be more familiar to, and more valued by, other children than by adults. Similarly, young school children may "write" by drawing, an important medium in our society for children's narrative play (e.g., Thompson, 2006) , not to mention its importance in the visual images of popular media texts (Kress, 2003) . But in the official world (as in Tionna's class), drawing may be viewed as a "planning" strategy for child writing, not as a major means for text production (i.e., for deliberately arranging symbols for some end), particularly because the tested "basics" are written language skills, not drawing skills (Anning & Ring, 2004) .
Children, then, may compose both within and around perceived official boundaries. Studying how children regularize their texts to do the right thing in the official world, even as they are participating in the unofficial world, is one avenue toward understanding how children experience the possibilities and constraints of school writing. Before venturing into these complexities of practices and child writing in Tionna's room, I set a stage for the analytic work to come by describing the project data set.
Project Data Set: Uncovering "Webs" of Meaning Making
It is writing time once again, and writing choices, and social ones too, are being made in Tionna's class. Her peer Lyron shouts (but not too loudly) down his table at Janette. "Write about floor hockey!" he commands.
"I am," she says in an "I-already-told-you" kind of voice. Lyron now softly shouts to another area of the room. "Jon, are you?"
The famed cultural ethnographer Clifford Geertz (1973) described the task of the ethnographer as understanding the "webs of significance" (p. 5) that people spin-webs (or frames) that get "superimposed upon or knotted into one another" in ways that are at once "strange, irregular, and inexplicit" (p. 10). This description captures the task of making sense of children's school writing, as there are unofficial as well as official webs being spun during writing time. Or, to use Bakhtin's words, young children, like Lyron, are orienting themselves, and their textual utterances, to different "conceptual horizons" (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 282) .
My own exploration of children's interpretations and negotiations of classroom writing is based on data gathered in an urban school district in a midsized Midwest central city. The school's reading program was in the process of applying (successfully) for federal support, and, as required by the state's federal grant (titled a "Reading First" grant), all primary grade children (K to 3) took a standardized achievement test (Iowa Test of Basic Skills). Like all state schools so supported, the school's children were primarily from low-income homes; they identified with diverse ethnic heritages, among them African American, Mexican, White, and American Indian. In all, 85% qualified for the federal school lunch program.
I anchored my observations in a first grade led by Mrs. Kay, who had worked at this same school site for more than 20 years. Mrs. Kay, who was White, was assisted by a student teacher, Ms. Hache, who was Mexican American and in her 20s. Ms. Hache modeled her teaching practices on those of Mrs. Kay. I myself am White, well into middle age, and quite experienced at sitting alongside young children, being "busy" writing on my notepad. I aim to be quite friendly (smiling, nodding, and generally interested) but nondirective (i.e., I "do not tell" on children, although on occasion I have been known to say, "I think you're going to get in trouble with Mrs. So and So in a minute").
Although I am interested in children's writing, it was of only secondary importance in the new federal guidelines; within writing as a curricular area, emphasis was on teaching skills through modeling, direct instruction, and provision of structured practice (e.g., through copying sentences, writing the alphabet, identifying "naming" and "action" words, completing sentence starters). There was no expectation that, outside teacher structured lessons, children would attend to audience views of their writing, nor that they would vary their writing for different kinds of communicative practices. Both the handbook given to Reading First teachers and the state grade-level standards viewed personal narratives ("life stories," in Mrs. Kay's words) and, more particularly, three to four coherent sentences (properly worded with "basic" punctuation) as reasonable goals for first graders.
During the course of an academic year, I documented the children's responses to school writing activities and, also, their playful practices during recess. Twice weekly I would begin observing shortly after lunch so that I could follow the children through varied subject matter lessons and an afternoon recess (or, if weather did not permit, a free choice period) and, finally, "writing time." In addition to taking notes, later written out as formal field notes, I also audiotaped continuously while observing (resulting in 85 hours of audiotape) and photocopied all written work produced during writing time (N = 1,512 for the 16 children who were enrolled in Mrs. Kay's room for the entire year).
Although I observed all of the children, I focused on three children; individually, they were oriented to different childhood pleasures and had overlapping but distinctive circles of chosen companions. Tionna identified herself as Black, as did Lyron; Ezekial identified himself as Mexican. Through these three children and their respective companions, I gained access to interactions involving children in the class as a whole and, moreover, to a range of unofficial resources (i.e., practices and their symbolic material). Herein, I am interested not in comparing the children but in comprehensively describing the children's meaning making. Thus, I have selected illustrative vignettes that are theoretically rich, collectively comprehensive, but relatively short to portray the dimensions and dynamics of the children's school writing.
My understanding of children's interpretation of writing practices, and the consequences of those interpretations for the official and the unofficial world, is based on a series of analyses. Undergirding all analyses, though, is a basic analytic unit, the practice, that is, a recurrent activity that contains "normative expectations" and enacted values about participation (Miller & Goodnow, 1995, p. 6) . Practices are instantiated in individual events, recorded in field note data. In this project, those recorded events include all actions and interactions occurring during the production of a text (i.e., a configuration of signs). An event could be an official one (governed by institutional expectations), an unofficial one (i.e., governed by children's social expectations for other children), or, most commonly, a hybrid event (i.e., some juxtaposition, interplay, or convergence of the official and unofficial).
For the findings reported herein, I first studied official instructional events. Based on an inductive analysis of field notes, I identified the kinds of events (i.e., practices) that composed teaching the children to write. I organized the data according to these practices and then examined them for their focus (i.e., what was explicitly being taught), their routine interactional structure, their thematic content, and their symbolic tools (e.g., writing, talk, and drawing). Featured in this report are the daily modeling activity, in which the teacher wrote her own personal narrative, and the daily journal time, in which the children were to write their own such narratives.
As I studied the instructional events, I began to pay close attention to how the children participated in them. As a second major analysis, for each focal child I reviewed all observed events (which entailed studying all children with whom the focal child interacted); I noted how the child's composing actions compared to the teacher's. In this way, I identified dimensions of modeled practices that seemed salient to the children (e.g., Mrs. Kay's use of a page's space, her dominant genre or communicative voice). In this report, I present representative vignettes that capture children's interpretations of what was required during official writing.
The children's participation, though, was also being influenced by their relationships and playful practices with each other. To detail these, as a third major analysis I examined the observed events for children's discursive linkages to unofficial as well as official worlds (e.g., phrases, actual social relations, images, practices themselves). Because these linkages were particularly evident during drawing and, moreover, often involved images, I paid attention to the graphological symbols contained in children's drawings (e.g., abbreviations for video game consoles, store labels, scoreboards) and, less commonly, to those contained in children's written texts (e.g., street names in all capital letters, as on local street signs). Herein, representative vignettes capture dominant childhood practices that engaged many children in the class and the range of symbols orchestrated in their enactment.
These analyses were narratively woven together within stories of how the focal children wrote in their first grade year; these analytic stories revealed the complex dynamics of the children's writing. As illustrated in the findings below, even as they regularized their texts to fit within the perceived boundaries of official writing practices, they played around those boundaries; in so doing, the breadth of their literacy knowledge and know-how slipped out of the official spotlight into the realm of the unofficial world.
Official Writing Practices: Teacher's Goal and Children's Sensibilities
"Is the Civil War over?" When Jon asked this question, Mrs. Kay had already made her "quick sketch" and was working hard to model the writing process and the use of basic skills by writing her own personal narrative. As the children sat on the rug, she wrote on a large chart tablet about accompanying her fourth-grade daughter on a field trip to an historical museum: Mrs. Kay continues to write and, when she mentions an old Civil War flag at the museum, Jon pops up with that question about the Civil War ("Oh yes!"), and Jason announces that he went somewhere to see old cars.
In Mrs. Kay's class, the daily "journal" time consisted of a regular sequence of practices, including the teacher modeling illustrated above. That modeling was itself composed of making a "quick sketch," which was to serve as "planning," and then modeling the process. Mrs. Kay wrote in a standard English and called her children's attention to periods and capital letters, to spacing and the arranging of letters and words, and to the process of orally monitoring her encoding and regularly rereading for left out words and errors of convention. In fact, she viewed the daily writing time as an ideal time for children to practice these basic skills. Still, as in the vignette above, the children never asked questions about any of those "basic" skills or processes, but they often asked questions about Mrs. Kay's experiences and, moreover, had stories of their own to share. Mrs. Kay had a pleasant, engaging style with her children, and she responded with information or appreciation and then led the class back to the matter at hand.
After the modeling, the children drew and wrote, usually on self-chosen topics, as Mrs. Kay circulated and chatted briefly with this child or that one, helping them plan, spell, or reread their writing. Then she sat at her worktable and called individual children over for an editing conference. At the end of the period, if there was time, the children all shared their papers by reading their writing; there was no displaying or explaining of any accompanying drawing. The sharing was often quite rushed, as the clock relentlessly moved toward the "get-ready-to-go-home" bell. Nonetheless, sharing seemed important to the children, who audibly moaned if it was skipped.
Doing What "You're Suppose' To": Children's Interpretations of Official Demands
The children's own daily writing suggested that they were attending (albeit differentially), not simply to the modeled skills, but to the modeled social practice, including
• its materiality (i.e., the way in which writing was realized in text-mediated space and time) • its expected voice (i.e., the kind of Bakhtinian utterance or responsive turn to be produced, which implies a kind of communicative intention, social relation, and ideology or world view) • its multimodality (e.g., the use of visual symbols) Below, I illustrate children's efforts to regularize their writing, that is, to attend to these dimensions of their official writing.
Materiality. As Marie Clay (1975) noted many years ago, children attend to the perceptual details of written language in very specific ways. That is, "so much is new" that children do not know how much give or flexibility there is. Although Clay was talking about the graphic features of written symbols, her insights apply as well to children's responses to the text-mediated space and time of writing practices. At least such was the case in Mrs. Kay's class.
For example, when Mrs. Kay modeled writing, she always turned to a fresh page on her large chart tablet; the blank top section of the page was for "quick sketching," the lined bottom for the all-important writing. For most of the school year, Mrs. Kay's daily writing fit on that one chart page. Moreover, the day's writing was relative to the present. Mrs. Kay, or Ms. Hache, wrote about what she would be doing, or did, yesterday, today, or maybe this weekend.
After the modeling practice, when the children began to write in their "journals," those journals served as their literal space for writing, equivalent to Mrs. Kay's tablet. And they too made "sketches" on the blank top of the day's page (although not necessarily "quick" ones); and they wrote on the lines that stretched out on the bottom. At least initially, they assumed the following rule: There should be one and only one page per day. If a child was running out of room, then that child needed to squeeze the text between the lines, on the bottom of the page, or, if need be, on the last line of subsequent pages, thereby reserving most of those pages for the next day's entry. When Tionna's writing first spilled over to an additional page, she counted how many lines would be left for the next day's writing (six, as it happens).
"You're not suppose' to write over there," said Manny with authority. But Tionna put a box around her invasive words to mark them as separate, as illustrated in Figure 1 .
1 It was as if her carrots were not to touch her peas on her textual meal plate.
2 In a related way, the children's writing was situated in relation to the current day. In fact, in the vignette earlier shared, after Tionna was unsuccessful in averting the date stamp, she returned to the previous page and changed her opening word "today" to "yesterday" before extending her writing onto the current stamped page. During writing time, there was no official "once upon a time," no fictional "one day"-no explicitly imaginary worlds. There was mainly "today," "yesterday," and "tomorrow."
Expected voice. When Mrs. Kay modeled writing, she adopted a personal and conversational stance, writing about anticipated ("I am going to") or completed ("I went") events. These events tended to involve small trips or errands-outings for shopping, dinner, or movies or to her own children's school affairs. Her "life stories," or personal narratives, were located relative to present time, but they referenced mainly out-of-school places and, in particular, Mrs. Kay's out-of-school life with family. She thus modeled, and implicitly valued, a busy life filled with plans for fun events.
The children also wrote about anticipated or completed events. Their pieces, though, tended to feature classroom peers. Indeed, for the focal children, any textual references to what "we" did or what "we" planned to do referred overwhelmingly to children's affiliation with other children (for the focal children, more than 75% of all uses of "we" referred to peers).
Moreover, a future orientation (e.g., an "I am going to" or "we will") was a dominant feature of Mrs. Kay's children's journal entries, contained in about one third of all entries from September through December and almost half of all entries from January through mid-June. Sometimes the phrase seemed simply a written routine, even resulting on occasion in odd texts such as "yesterday I will go."
For young children, such routines are common; they ease the task of controlling the complex symbolic system of writing, providing content, structure, and spelling (Bussis, Chittenden, Amarel, & Klausner, 1985; Clay, 1975; King & Rentel, 1981) . But by the winter months, child talk surrounding writing suggested that, at least in some cases, the phrase was indeed about plans for fun times with peers in the world beyond school. Although these plans were ostensibly true, texts about anticipated weekend get-togethers or upcoming birthday parties were fictional, as the children noted when asked about the event after the date had passed (for an extended analysis of birthday party play, see Dyson, 2007) . In the excerpted transcript below, Ezekial responds to my inadvertent approach to a playful plan as though it were a "real" one.
Ezekial has just written about going to Jason's house on Friday (of a long weekend), and, when Joshua reminds him that he is supposed to go too, Ezekial tells him that they will meet at his house before they walk to Jason's.
[Notice how checking with parents has nothing to do with any of this planning; parents are seldom mentioned in this peer planning practice.] After adding a sentence to appease Joshua, Ezekial's text reads, On Friday I'm going to wack up erlee. And I will get the pone and I will call Jason. And I'm walking to Jason. House. Regin st.
[added after Joshua's reminder] An we will mte at my house. Through just such collaborative interactions, children both regularized their texts by inventing upcoming events and engaged in ongoing but unofficial play. Mrs. Kay's (and Ms. Hache's) texts modeled the value of weekend plans and of sharing those plans. But the children lived in very different socioeconomic circumstances than did their teacher. Mrs. Kay's plans involved disposable income, however modest, for a weekend trip and a nice hotel, a non-fast food restaurant, and a movie out. The children had no control over how time and money were spent in their households, and those households were economically stretched (i.e., they qualified for federal lunch support). But by recontextualizing their texts within an unofficial play practice, they could share their fun plans too (without necessarily telling their moms and dads).
Multimodalities. Although the writing period was focused on the actual print on the page, Mrs. Kay herself modeled a multimodal process. Mrs. Kay's "quick sketch" was described as a "plan" for her writing; and yet it inevitably functioned to depict the spatial layout of the setting of interest (e.g., the placement of objects in the museum and, in another event, the respective basketball hoops of the two playing teams and the bleachers for the fans). Moreover, Mrs. Kay exploited talk, not only to represent ideas (which might not be written) but also to interact about them with her children. Similarly, Mrs. Kay's children could exploit drawing during composing time, and they too talked with their immediate audience-in their case, the children sitting around them-even though only their written texts were guided and evaluated by the teacher and read to the class as a whole.
Perhaps because drawing was both something they were "suppose'" to do and something never officially evaluated, it became a key mediational site for peer communication. The use of drawing was particularly evident under certain communicative conditions-when spatial detail or dramatic enactment were central to the ongoing composing event. For example, even when Mrs. Kay urged the children to stop drawing and to write, Tionna kept drawing if spatial information mattered in her story. One day she wrote about a vehicle accident she had been in the day before. In this piece, not only did the spatial positioning of her grandma's truck matter, but so did the color of the traffic lights facing her grandma's truck (green) and the offending car (red). In fact, producing this composition was the only time Tionna violated the rule against using crayons during writing time (see Figure 2) . Although Tionna was eager to compose about this event, her peer Jon, sitting beside her, seemed to urge her on; in the transcript excerpt below, their talk is clearly about spatial relationships:
Tionna: [talking and drawing] Here's our truck. A little dent up in it and stuff, lights all bent up, and scratched up. . . . And here's the truck that's in front of us. Here's the light. The light was green. I gotta color it. And the other light was red. And the other guy he just came from nowhere and hit us. Red. Our light was green. And that was that side (making an arrow from red light to the offending guy's "side"). And here's the police car. The police car was there and the ambulance. Jon: Were you hurt? Tionna: I had to go to the hospital. The ambulance was there. The police was there.
Oh! I know! The tow truck. He was towing our truck. . . To understand an accident and its effects on cars, trucks, and human beings, spatial relationships matter, and they are conveyed ever so much easier in drawing than in writing.
More so than Tionna, the two boys Lyron and Ezekial, like other children (particularly other boys), used drawing and speech to play out elaborate, action-packed dramas (cf. Dyson, 1989 Dyson, , 2003 Kolbe, 2005; Matthews, 1999; Smith et al., 1998) . Most dramatic were the children's enactment of sports or war play, in which both spatial positioning (of opposing "teams" and castles) and dramatic action mattered. Lyron's written text in Figure 3 , produced early in the school year, was a report on playing soccer, but the picture mediated a dramatic narrative of a soccer game, with an upset player and an upset (and yelling) coach. Figure 4 is the drawn remains of peer war play (see Dyson, 2007) ; below is just a sample of the talk between Manny and Lyron as they were drawing: And so the battle continued in talk and drawing. Afterward, both boys wrote simple texts planning a fun event (apparently on the playground, where the game originated), even though the action, mediated by talk and drawing, had already passed. Mrs. Kay's children regularized their texts, drawing and accompanying that drawing with talking, a common meaning-making strategy of young composers (e.g., Dyson, 1982 Dyson, , 1989 Hubbard, 1989; Matthews, 1999) . Consistent with Mrs. Kay's actual use of drawing, their use of the visual medium was not a mere plan but, rather, a mediator of particular kinds of information. Within the medium of drawing, rather than writing, they could convey most easily spatial detail. Moreover, as the free space of drawing became anchored in peer relations and a playful practice, they could collaboratively enact a fictional story, making their dramatic moves through talk and drawing, even as a "life story" took shape within the writing space of the page.
Summary: Regularizing texts for the official world. In Mrs. Kay's room, official writing practices gave explicit attention to print and, particularly, to writing basics. Although the children clearly did learn something of writing processes and conventions from Mrs. Kay's efforts, they attended to much more than those explicitly modeled skills. They worked to regularize their products to fit within perceived boundaries of official practices: They grappled with page design, appropriated the desired communicative voice, and made use of multimodal tools. Indeed, their efforts seemed related to contemporary calls for composing curricula that involve children in textual design, involving multiple media and a diversity of practices (New London Group, 1996) . The children's multimodal efforts, though, were supported by, and supporting, the social relations and evolving practices of the unofficial world.
The Consequences of Doing What You're "Suppose' To": Sidelining Children's Resources
The very official boundaries that informed the composing actions of Mrs. Kay's children made invisible a breadth of literacy knowledge and know-how. As already illustrated above, the children's fictional practices-such as planning get-togethers and enacting war games-were neither visible nor audible in their written texts, the focus of official attention. Moreover, these practices themselves gave rise to varied related ones, most of which the children did not regard as fitting within official boundaries; that is, they took place on the sidelines (i.e., through drawing and talk) or even off stage during inside recess. Such practices arose from children's agency in a peer cultural world that itself had a history (i.e., that unfolded over time).
For example, a child's official writing about invented get-togethers could give rise to another's writing of her or his pleasure at being included ("I am invited. . . .") and, also, to making lists during inside recess of potential invitees (which could be revised) or gathering phone numbers and bits of addresses. In Tionna's text in Figure 5 , making "lisiss" of birthday party invitees is reported as a matter of play, not of school writing.
There were practices other than making "lisiss" that the children themselves deemed appropriate for recess time, not for writing time. For example, during inside recess or activity time, children played teacher (e.g., giving spelling tests), wrote love notes to enact an elaborate network of "like" relationships (see Dyson, 2006) , made maps (as part of war play plans), and constructed artful products for family presents, such as Mandisa's pop-up books (learned, she said, from her grandmother) and Tionna's Mother's Day poem. The latter was inspired by an official text which read, in part, "above the rest we think you are the best mom there could be." Tionna's preserved the formal tone, even using an archaic-sounding "be":
Out of all the moms there be you are the best one there is in live. Happy mothers day love mom.
All of these communicative, often playful endeavors evidenced children's breadth of, and interest in, the written language practices encountered in and out of school, and they also evidenced, by their very occurrence outside official writing, the children's perceptions of the boundaries-the practice requirements-of the daily journals and their "life stories." Symbols. To participate in writing practices both within and outside of official writing time, children appropriated all manner of graphological symbols. During official writing time, all the children to varying degrees recontextualized graphic material from environmental scenes and textual displays into their drawings, and these symbols went beyond those emphasized in school (i.e., capital letters and periods). For example, dramatic narratives involving drawn sports scenes could necessitate initials (e.g., AI, for Allen Iverson) and numbers on sports jerseys or, as in Figure 3 , numbers (and sometimes team names) arranged on scoreboards and sports fields. Most common of all were dialogue bubbles, which were always round, unlike the boxes that surrounded labels (e.g., Doler Soer-"Dollar Store"); sometimes children repeated letters to indicate elongated sounds (but only in pictures). War play could lead not only to initials on flags marking teams' castles but also to visuals related to movement (e.g., arrows, repeated short lines) or chaotic action (e.g., dense scribbles).
Many graphological symbols were drawn from the packages for, and set up of, video games because the boys' plans for get-togethers often involved those games. This was so even if the boys did not actually have a console or a named game or, if the game was present in the home, permission to play (e.g., Ezekial watched his teen-aged brother play games because he himself was considered too young for his brother's video game choices). Pictures detailed the arranging of consoles (labeled PS 2, for PlayStation 2, or X-Box), the hand-held controllers, and the TV monitor. The name of a game itself could be encoded in the written text as it was on the video game package-that is, with capital letters or hyphens or a graffiti-like style. (Note the hyphen and capital letters in Ezekial's Figure 6 ; similarly, note Joshua's spelling of his Christmas toy in Figure 7 -GI JOE, as displayed on the toy's package.)
Such recontextualizing of textual displays and, also, environmental scenes within the space for writing was less common than recontextualizing within the drawing, but it did occur. For example, although the use of video game names was gender-specific, many children in the class anticipated trips to Chuck E. Cheese's with its capital E. Indeed Tionna, who seldom used periods, put one after the E. in Chuck E. Cheese's and added that apostrophe at the end. Ezekial, who was particularly visually attentive, once wrote street names in all caps, just as they were on city street signs; he regularly appropriated vs (from sports media) and read it as a word (vers). And in one notable event, he made his letters big because he wanted to say that it would be (spoken loudly) "COOL" playing soccer with Jason.
He wrote, ".C.O.O.L. P.L.A.I.N.G." "Why did you put all the periods?" I asked. "Because I want all of 'em capitalized," he explained (i.e., he was following the rule that a capital letter comes after a period).
As with their practices, the children's appropriated graphological symbols evidenced the breadth of their developing repertoire. Their appropriations were influenced by visual presentations and linked to familiar concepts (e.g., well-known and oft-displayed names) or to qualities of voice (people talk, stretch out their words, or increase their volume). In this, they differed from the syntax-based punctuation rules emphasized as "basic" (i.e., capital letters and periods framing sentences). Children recontextualized their appropriated symbols primarily in the less regulated space of drawing. And, as Ezekial illustrated, those symbols were part of the textual landscape within which children interpreted classroom lessons on conventions. Literacy on the curricular edge. The point of detailing of children's unacknowledged resources is to underscore that the children were wide awake to the literacy practices and symbolic stuff of their everyday worlds, no doubt encouraged, at least in part, by the school's emphasis on literacy. Still, the children's perceptions of official boundaries, and their efforts to regularize their writing to fit within those bounds, kept those resources sidelined in drawing or completely off stage. Children's unofficial resources did dialogize that official curriculum; that is, it rendered its practices and symbols as options within a larger literacy landscape. Still, there were no official means through which children's generated practices and appropriated conventions could have a substantial impact on the official enactment of school writing. Thus, even as the enacted curriculum guided children into writing, it left them to their own devices as they entered into practices and made use of conventions other than those it had in mind.
An Illustration of the Dynamics of Classroom Writing: Ezekial's Card for Joshua
To illustrate the interplay between official and unofficial worlds, and the potential consequences for children's writing, I turn to an event in Ezekial's case. I chose this event, titled A Card for Joshua, because it is a narratively succinct (i.e., it will fit within the bounds of this article) and a theoretically rich representation of the official and unofficial dynamics in Mrs. Kay's class.
Introducing Ezekial. Ezekial was small for his age, "too short" said his peer Manuel for his desired life goal-to be an NBA basketball player. When he was older, though, he could (and would) become a player of the NBA video game, which belonged to his teen-aged brother Marcel. That brother was "cool," in Ezekial's opinion. After school and on weekends, "cool" Marcel, almost a decade older than he was, liked to play video games with his friends, and Ezekial watched, or so he reported. His writing and drawing suggested that he had indeed observed the playing of these games, including their power for peer affiliation and fun.
Ezekial was not a particularly fluent writer; he wrote brief sentences for most of the year, and, unlike that of Tionna and Lyron, his writing did not become more extended over time. (His average words per entry for September through December was 18 and for January through early June was 19. In contrast, Tionna went from an average of 24 to 52 and Lyron from an average of 14 to 31.) Nonetheless, Ezekial was dutiful-he wrote his sentences with firm letters and adequate spacing and became a good speller. When I watched him, he asked that I put in my notes that he did a "good job." Moreover, Ezekial was unusually visually alert, as already noted, and explored varied kinds of graphological symbols.
Most importantly, for our purposes here, friends were important to Ezekial. He readily declared his liking of his peers, especially boys, in his writing and was an easy, agreeable playmate. Writing, particularly planning get-togethers, became a key means for play with other boys, especially the child who became his "best friend"-Joshua (who never actually went to Ezekial's house and who, by the winter months, was homeless). A product resulting from a planning-get-togethers event is featured in Figure 8 ; the planned activity (the playing of a video game) is typical, as is the drawing, although the text is lacking the usual time-oriented adverbial phrase (e.g., "on Saturday . . .") and the common ending (i.e., a variant of "it will be fun . . .").
A key to planning get-togethers, as with other childhood practices, was its reciprocity: Planning a get-together was a two-person activity, and Joshua was a ready player. (As evident in Figure 9 , he even planned for Ezekial to win!) To provide a contrast, Aaron was not dependable (i.e., at first he did not write about a supposedly agreed-on plan); as in other situations, he seemed to miss the social point of the activity-present-tense togetherness, not a future getting together. Ezekial initially assumed Aaron would write about the "same" thing that he was because he agreed to a planned get-together; when Aaron did not, he offered guidance, to no immediate effect. "Aaron, say 'Ezekial is going to bring the college [basketball] game,' OK?" (Aaron eventually learned to cooperate, although he complained to me that no one ever actually came to his house.)
In the event featured below, Ezekial's plan seems to break out of his gettogether routine with Joshua. That routine had been generated in response to the official world and so was the new intention. The resulting text, though, seems to be the same old thing (see Figure 10 ). Seeing and hearing what is new requires going beyond the academic spotlight (i.e., the written text) and into the sidelines and, indeed, offstage into unofficial relations and practices. These analytic places are, of course, just that-a heuristic of sorts. They are dynamically interrelated, but I separate them to better reveal the complexity of authorial action. First, though, an instructional backdrop is in order.
An official nod to the greeting card. Right before journal time one day, Ms. Hache led the day's social studies lesson on the post office. She shared the book The Jolly Postman (Ahlberg & Ahlberg, 1986) , in which a bicycle-riding mailman delivers varied sorts of letters and cards to fairy tale characters. Sitting on the classroom rug, the children quite enjoyed the book, mesmerized by, and often laughing at, the sometimes silly correspondence found in the book's assorted envelopes. In response, the children told many stories about sending and receiving letters and cards (even though, said Manny, letter writing was for people who do "not have a phone"). The children mentioned letters to and from grandparents and cards of varied types (birthday cards, get-well cards, Valentine's Day cards).
After the lesson was over, Ms. Hache, under Mrs. Kay's watchful eye, set up journal time's big tablet and modeled writing a personal narrative; on the weekend, she had gone out to eat with her visiting family. "I talked about my weekend," she said when she was done, "so maybe you'll write about your weekend."
In response to the book The Jolly Postman, Ezekial was going to make his friend some kind of textual object. The product's name was not stable, but, socially, Ezekial was aiming to please Joshua.
What exactly did that mean, to make Joshua a card? Any textual production would need to fit within the material realization of the official practice (e.g., the journal's page-by-page layout of drawing and writing), to echo its anticipated voice (i.e., the individual who is doing things and going places), and to be shared with the classroom public during "sharing" time (i.e., not with the recipient alone). And then there were the practice expectations that had evolved among the children themselves, particularly for reciprocity in content. All this history would need to be reckoned with.
Ezekial began as he usually did during official writing time-by drawing. In so doing, he fulfilled at least the surface structure of an official requirement (to "plan" through a "quick sketch") and, at the same time, acted on his unofficial intention to make something for his friend. The drawing was to be "the card."
That drawing, in fact, was not the usual two kids on a couch with their hand-held controllers or one child on the way to another's house. Rather, his "card for Joshua" seemed to feature the boys' virtual play inside the video screen world (i.e., inside the "football game"-a "play station game," Ezekial later explained). As the picture in Figure 10 For his part, Joshua was writing within a typical planning-a-get-together event, and, in fact, he had drawn the usual picture of him and Ezekial playing a video game. And when Ezekial turned to his letter graphics, he too wrote a typical text.
Ezekial wrote that Joshua was coming to his house to play a video game; the boys would be friendly competitors (no longer teammates taking on the girls). The score, though, was written as 106 to nothing, which Ezekial found funny. Because such a trouncing was inconsistent with the way Ezekial and Joshua regularly imagined their play, I asked Ezekial if this was the score for his game with Joshua. Ezekial hesitated and then revised the score to "106 to 105," commenting "I'm right behind him one point." There was no more mention of the card for Joshua-even the football game was abandoned. When another child asked what he and Joshua were playing, he named the very game Joshua did in his text.
Contextualizing Ezekial's vulnerable intentions.
In the volatile card-forJoshua event, Ezekial's intention dissipated as he acted within the possibilities and constraints of official-and the dynamically linked unofficial-world. A new intention became textually the same old thing. Official guidance was about spelling, grammar, punctuation, even clarity and coherence, but not about the design and semiotic possibilities of "cards" (cf. New London Group, 1996).
Ezekial's precarious intention was not an isolated occurrence. For example, throughout the year, what could be interpreted as "cards" or "letters"-personally directed greetings or appreciation-were embedded in or added to varied children's plans and reports; they never found a way into forms that could be worked on and delivered. An odd "Happy Birthday," an awkward "Happy Holiday," even a thank-you letter could follow a typical writing-time discursive frame. Following is a transcription (with corrected spelling for ease of reading) of Janette's entry about her birthday, which burst into gratitude for her mother: Because journals were not taken home, Janette's mother would not read for months and months (if ever) Janette's seemingly heartfelt appreciation.
Like the practices that unfolded in the alleyways of official writing time, these seemed vulnerable intentions, but they did suggest children's use of writing to engage as active participants in a complex, relationship-filled life. As I discuss in the concluding section to follow, children's sensitivity to practices and to the relationships they construct, and their alertness to written language as interwoven in their everyday lives, suggests a need to rethink what "basic" instruction should entail.
Toward Rewriting "Basic" Boundaries
This essay began with a vignette of Tionna transforming her body-not her math paper-into a billboard, knowing full well the boundaries of appropriate textual behavior. As analyzed herein, the complex dynamics of writing time practices and, in particular, the official fate of realms of children's written language knowledge and know-how problematize current efforts to narrow and make uniform "basic" literacy instruction for young children. In fact, certain decontextualized assumptions common to such efforts-that young children take with productive ease to personal narrative, that their drawing serves as rehearsal-are longstanding even in pedagogies deemed progressive (e.g., Graves, 1983) , although they were problematic in Mrs. Kay's class. What kind of conceptual revision of writing teaching and learning would allow young children's developing knowledge and know-how to enter more fully into the official spotlight?
Child Agency and Instructional Change
Researchers interested in childhood socialization emphasize that not only do adults shape children's entry into cultural practices, but also children themselves contribute to the maintenance and transformation of those practices (Gazkins, Miller, & Corsaro, 1992) . Corsaro (2003) in particular has illustrated how young children in preschools and day cares both conform to institutional rules and transform them to suit their own play. In turn, teachers adapt to their children, sometimes rearranging the environment or adjusting rules themselves to accommodate child actions. Corsaro thus emphasizes a productive interplay between the official and unofficial world. This is what I too am working toward through this report, although I am focusing not on preschoolers' entry into educational institutions but on relatively older children's entry into our institutions' efforts to make them literate. These young school children, like Mrs. Kay's, are growing up in a time when literacy practices and textual productions are in flux, and they bring to school a range of textual experiences and symbolic tools. At the same time, instructional approaches are becoming more standardized, more fixed on narrow definitions of what children write and how their writing should be evaluated. This is particularly true of "basics"-driven approaches, like that in Mrs. Kay's district, with the emphasis on learning surface-level conventions (Moats, 2004) , but it is also true of more meaning-focused approaches, where the emphasis is on becoming an "author" (Calkins & Mermelstein, 2003) .
In a sense, children, steeped in everyday experience in contemporary times, could help transform curricula. Indeed, Mrs. Kay's children did enter into official practices with their knowledge about literacy practices and symbols. There was, though, no mutually influential relationship, no dialogue, between the official and unofficial world and, therefore, no avenue through which that knowledge could transform the official literacy culture and its repertoire of practices.
Constructing Curricular Boundaries Through Social Practices
A dialogic relationship between the official and unofficial world would entail, first, a conception of writing as social practice, a view that is neither new nor, as it happens, commonplace in contemporary curricular and policy concerns about young children, particularly those deemed "at risk." In the classroom considered herein, Mrs. Kay worked hard to teach "the basics": She modeled, explicitly discussed, and gave corrective feedback for conventions evident in the surface structure of a text. Ultimately, the goal was to make these skills automatic so that children would be able to concentrate on writing fluent, coherent, clear text (Moats, 2004) .
The children's ways of paying attention to and participating in writing lessons, though, were guided by their interpretation of those lessons as social events. Like all human beings, they responded to a socially organized, historical world. They built expectations for school activities, assuming typical ways of doing things and, moreover, typical ways of being-of addressing the world, in Bakhtin's sense. Official practices thus exerted a centripetal-a "homogenizing"-influence on what the children did, as they worked to regularize their texts and fit within the curricular lines (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 425) . Centripetal forces influenced not only the children's use of text-mediated space and time but also their very wording. Their enacted identities tended to be those of busy people who went places and did things, whose lives were full of plans. "I am going to . . . " go here or there, do this or that.
However, not only were children socialized into practices, but they also exercised agency and recontextualized official practices, giving them relevance and meaning in their ongoing lives. The unofficial world thus generated centrifugal forces that diversified children's responses to official practices (Bakhtin, 1981) . Children drew on their communicative repertoire, itself composed of evolving practices that enacted and were responsive to social relations, thematic threads, and ideological orientations (including those of gender and socioeconomic class-e.g., monetary constraints on the possibilities of particular forms of fun).
Consider, for example, Mrs. Kay's children's expectation of reciprocity among friends-that they would write about similar things or include each other in their texts. This contributed to writing practices that were collaboratively enacted among children rather than individually produced. The writing of personal plans thus became a kind of social play. This planning play generated a diversity of related practices (e.g., making lists of addresses, phone numbers, invitees; oral negotiations of who was picking up whom; composing written details of what would happen at the get-together). In so becoming a field of interrelated practices, it contributed to and drew from a peer cultural world. It was as if the children were taking information from in and out of school to make a study of the intertwined practices of social engagements.
It is just such communicative practices, and the symbolic and cultural material they involve, that could inform the official curriculum. The children's practices, and the ways they interrelated them, suggest kinds of experiences that could be instructionally extended, and, moreover, they suggest ways of organizing official practices (e.g., through collaboratively enacted, linked practices) that could extend literacy curricula themselves.
However, in Mrs. Kay's class, the children's resources were hard to identify in the official world. One reason for this is the children's reliance on talk and on drawing. Thus, a second requirement for a dialogic relationship between the official and the unofficial is a view of literacy use as multimodal.
Normalizing Multimodality
Development in writing is, in part, differentiating the particular affordances of varied symbolic tools (Dyson, 1989; Kress, 1997; Stetsenko, 1995; Vygotsky, 1978) . The multimodality of young children's productions has gained new salience (at least in the academic world) as scholarly attention has been drawn to the multimodality of new media practices. In this work, producing a written text involves the deliberate manipulation of all manner of symbolic material. Moreover, popular media forms-such as televised sports games, movies, video games, even book figures and topics-may be interconnected as cultural material is transformed across technological and social borders (Cope & Kalantzis, 2000; Jenkins, 2006; Witte, 1992) .
But in the present inquiry, the multimodal nature of children's productionscombined with the exclusivity of the official focus on print-contributed to the lack of a dialogic relationship between official and unofficial worlds, even as it seemed to provide a space for children's fictional exploits and other child-initiated practices. Also, the visual detail invited by the sidelined drawing space led to officially "un-benchmarked" conventions, as it were. Among these were, for example, "shorter" ways of writing things (to quote Ezekial's description of abbreviations), contrasts for semantic emphasis and aesthetic appeal (e.g., variations of graffiti-like letters, capitalization, or letter size), punctuation marks as aspects of logos (Chuck E. Cheese's), and attention-getting signs. And then there were the plays on the representation of the human voice, almost always in dialogue circles.
Like appropriations of print's varied visual details, children's pickets, poetry, pop-ups, lists, invitations, and notes of appreciation and "cards" for dear friends suggested that Mrs. Kay's class had rich resources for collective consideration. For example, surely cards, relative to journal entries, require different paper (or potentially different screen display), with different formatting, convention use (e.g., HAPPY BIRTHDAY!), and means for delivery. To recognize knowledge and know-how in children's displayed resources requires a re-visioning of textual "basics" themselves, a third requirement for a dialogic relationship between the official and the unofficial worlds.
Contextualizing the Basics
In the official world, participation in literacy tasks-doing one's writing work-entailed practicing and mastering the use of "the basics," a fixed set of technical skills; in the unofficial world, participation in literacy tasksand sometimes playing through writing-entailed paying attention to the dimensions and communicative particulars of ongoing events. Indeed, official classroom instruction seemed to serve as a stimulant for children's unofficial attention to and construction of all manner of textual symbols and conventions and that itself could complicate taught rules (as in C. O.O.L.) .
This gap between the "basics" as conceived in school and the situated nature of children's writing needs some resolution. One means of resolution entails positioning the communicative practices, channels of communication, and symbols valued by school within those of children's everyday lives. To dialogue with Luke and Carrington's (2004) discussion of curricular revision, efforts to pay attention to children's experiences with and use of literacy, do not discard "basic" [quotation marks added] knowledge of print codes . . . but they ensure that they are [connected to children's engagements in their worlds and to] broader curriculum contexts that are not . . . disconnected, dated, or simply intellectually infantile. (p. 64) In the vision of child writing being articulated herein, the "basics" of literacy knowledge are transformed from rigidly following surface-level rules to flexibly adapting one's experiential and semiotic resources for the situation at hand. Over time, children need to differentiate the multiple dimensions of textual communication (e.g., the varied symbol systems involved, text types, punctuation possibilities, formatting) and the flexible use of those dimensions given the constraints and possibilities of practices (including their social relationships, ideological underpinnings, and structural interrelationships). That is, the constraints and possibilities of practices become an explicit aspect of pedagogy.
And this begins to happen, as always when teaching young children, when attention is paid to their foundational knowledge-to the communicative experiences that influence their entry into school literacy. This is not a simple matter of modeling a diversity of official texts (although that might be useful); rather, the emphasis here is on uncovering children's breadth of practices and semiotic resources. And to do this, one must look beyond the written spotlight to the symbolic and social activity too often kept on the sidelines or just off stage. There one may find evidence of children's agency, symbolic astuteness, and social responsiveness. Ultimately, if school practices are to be explicitly discussed and their boundaries officially negotiated, responsiveness-a sense of responsibility to all community members, teachers and children-is key.
The Dialogue in Action
A practice view of literacy, a multimodal vision of textual production, a dynamic view of the basics as multidimensional and practice situated-these are the aspects of school literacy suggested as important through this project's analyses. None of them matter, though, without some regular time and space within which the centripetal forces of official expectations may be complicated by the centrifugal forces of children's interpretations and intentions. Such a time and space would entail not only children sharing their texts but also a kind of cultural "forum," to borrow from Bruner (1996) . In a forum, all classroom members would be responsible and responsive to each other: Children would be responsible for sharing and explaining their efforts, and teachers would be responsible for building on what children bring and connecting it to the official school agenda. Such a forum would make for a "permeable" curriculum (Dyson, 1993) ; it would not eliminate official expectations or unofficial, even hidden ones, but it would bring the official and unofficial worlds into mutually expansive interplay.
Examples of such forums are found in ethnographic writing about, and reflective writing of, classroom teachers (e.g., Cazden, 2001 Cazden, , 2007 Dyson, 1997; Paley, 1980 Paley, , 2004 . Of course, in these times, pedagogy is increasingly scripted and, like Mrs. Kay, teachers and, indeed, schools see their fates and their children's tied to an exclusive, even urgent focus on the traditional basics. Multimodality, a repertoire of "practices," permeability-all may seem luxuries.
But the very way that children may spin off meanings in a carefully modeled curriculum, their ready appropriation of appealing practices and salient graphics, suggest the wealth of intellectual and sociocultural resources pushing on and acting under curricular boundaries. I have aimed to provoke discussion of how those enacted boundaries might influence the intellectual and textual lives of children in-and out-of the official spotlight. The official world being envisioned here is not one in which little children like Tionna would scribble on their papers or otherwise flagrantly violate norms of appropriateness, nor is it one in which the unofficial world somehow melds with the official one. It is, though, one in which the official world would take advantage of the sort of social awareness, graphic playfulness, and textual inventiveness displayed by a little girl with a sign stuck on her forehead.
Notes
1. All but the first letters of children's names are removed from their texts to meet human subject committee requirements for anonymity.
2. Consistent with the research literature, this sensitivity to visual space was also evident in Tionna's, and all focal children's, early use of periods; if they were present at all, they marked spatial units (one line or one page), just as in Figure 1 . Like most young children, Mrs. Kay's found syntax-based English conventions difficult (e.g., sentences start with capital letters and end with periods; for related descriptions of early punctuation, see Cazden, Cordeiro, & Giacobbe, 1992; Edelsky, 1986) . However, they seemed to readily appropriate conventions based on the human voice, such as dialogue bubbles and repetitive letters for sound extensions, as will be illustrated.
